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Press conference

UAP hopefuls propose greater use of feedback

The three UAP candidates (from the left), George Phillips, Rick Earsh and Bob Harrity, spoke to the Board of Directors of The Tech in an informal press conference held Sunday afternoon.

(Continued from Page 1) by needing inscomm agendas to all students and by encouraging the living groups to hold their house meetings a day or two before inscomm meetings.

Contact with faculty

Rick proposed that inscomm meet with the students and the faculty members. Such seminars, which might be held for students in a single dorm or a collection of dormitories, would tend to narrow the gap between the academic and residential communities.

He concluded his talk by bringing up three more problems - increasing interaction among the separate inscomm subcommittees, the need to study the residential structure, and the inability of the current inscomm members to do anything constructive.

George Phillips

The final candidate, George Phillips '66, explained what he considered to be the three main problems confronting the UAP.

These are "ambush environment (such as) coordination of student activities and physical environment problems . . . academic problems . . . and dormitory re-organization and problems affecting the dormitories."

George warned that some of the present inscomm committee work was considered to be too much bureaucratic sort of work. As examples of that, he cited the work of the Activities Executive Board and Finance Board.

"Academic achievement"

"Academic achievement" is the basic goal, which George felt such proposals as pass-fail systems and grading on the pass-fail system. He referred to his background in SCEP, the Secretariat, and the Activities Executive Board, which he felt gave him familiarity in dealing with faculty members, as well as a knowledge of what the students would accept. George claimed to have "sufficient familiarity with the problems of each of inscomm's subcommittees, primarily through work on the Science Fiction Society and the Strategic Games Society.
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